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[bookmark: 6]unnecessary and harmful additional step of limiting—rather than preserving—users’
control over their personal data.

13.

We also appreciate that Aǈicle 5(a) is not just about privacy outcomes, but is also
designed to alter the competitive process within online markets.  But such eƸoǈs
should also be propoǈionate and reǄect users’ best interests.  An outright ban on
personal data combinations, however, is not a propoǈionate means to improve the
competitive process.

■

A ban would harm users. Improving the competitive process should be to the
ultimate beneǁt of consumers.  But an outright ban on combining personal data
would harm not beneǁt consumers.  The ban would reduce users’ options and
control.   It  would remove users’ ability to choose to obtain enhanced features
they like while giving them nothing in return.   And it would force us to remove
beneǁcial features and services that users like and value, including security
services, eƻcient and eƸective privacy controls, and value-added
cross-service experiences.

■

A ban would distoǈ competition. A ban on combining personal data would
prevent gatekeepers from oƸering a service that rivals could continue to oƸer.
This would not create a level-playing ǁeld.  It would create an aǈiǁcial quality
degradation of gatekeeper services.  And it would  limit output and innovation.
Such a ban would therefore exceed the DMA’s stated objective and result in a
dispropoǈionate restriction.  Cross-service data access subject to user consent
achieves the goals speciǁed in Recital 36 because the purpose of Aǈicle 5(a) is
to address “potential advantages”, not create disadvantages.2

14.

In our view, the key for achieving the DMA’s objective in a manner that does not harm
users or distoǈ competition is to ensure that users enjoy real, easily accessible
choice.  Google therefore considers that limitations in Aǈicle 5(a) on cross-service
data sharing should always be subject to such choice.3 Thoughǉully enforced in line
with the other principles below, we believe this approach is a source of potential
clarity and coherence on an impoǈant topic.

Principle 2:  Consent moments should match users’ expectations and provide them
with real control, not overburden or confuse them.

15.

We already provide users with a range of granular privacy seǊings and controls
through which users can manage Google’s processing of their personal data.  These
controls include options that provide users with the choice to enable or disable

2

In fact, the current draǅ of the DMA already goes fuǈher than creating a level-playing ǁeld

because gatekeepers can only use the consent basis under the GDPR for sharing personal

data across services, but not the other legal bases (such as processing personal data by

reference to legitimate expectations or to make good on contractual requirements).

3

Recent proposals by ITR CommiǊee in the European Parliament on Aǈicle 5(a) are sensitive to

this notion since they appear to seek to enable pro-competitive combinations and to give

users control by enabling them to consent to speciǁc combinations they ǁnd useful.
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We understand the purpose of Aǈicle 5(a) and agree with the basic concepts it
embodies.  Applying the DMA consistently with the ǁve principles that we have
outlined in this paper can both meet the DMA’s objectives and avoid harming
legitimate interest:

1.

Subject to appropriate user consent, the combination of personal data can
bring tremendous consumer beneǁts

2.

Consent moments should match users’ expectations and provide them with
real control, not overburden or confuse them

3.

Consent should not inhibit essential security functions

4.

Compliance with Aǈicle 5(a) ought to build on existing compliance
frameworks already developed for complying with the GDPR

5.

Aǈicle 5(a) should be applied coherently throughout the EEA

41.

These principles, in our submission, follow directly from the DMA’s rationale and the
fundamental principle of propoǈionality.  Nonetheless, to avoid misunderstandings,
especially when confronted with the risk of fragmented interpretation of the text, it
would be helpful to enshrine the ǁve principles through the following textual
amendments:

Gatekeepers shall “refrain from combining personal data sourced from these core
plaǉorm services with personal data from any other services oƸered by the
gatekeeper or with personal data from third-paǈy services, and from signing in end
users to other services of the gatekeeper in order to combine personal data, unless
the end user has been presented with the speciǁc a choice that is practicable and
in line with reasonable user expectations, and the user provided consent in the
sense of Regulation (EU) 2016/679. This requirement does not apply to
gatekeepers combining such data for the purposes of detecting/combating
fraud, abuse, or other safety-related activity, where compelled by law, or
where the primary purpose of the user providing their data to the gatekeeper
is for their data to be shared across services.

42.

At a minimum, we hope that the current text of the Aǈicle can be applied in a manner
that is sensitive to the principles we have outlined today.
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This Annex provides an overview of empirical studies by third-paǈy academic researchers
regarding the impact of diƸerent types of consent options on user engagement.

1.

Empirical studies on the eƸect of EU cookie consents (ePrivacy Directive) on
user task peǆormance, satisfaction, fatigue, habituation.

1.1.

Kulyk, O; Hilt, A.; Gerber, N., & Volkamer, M. (2018). "This Website Uses
Cookies": Users' Perceptions and Reactions to the Cookie Disclaimer. In: 3rd
European Workshop on Usable Security (EuroUSEC), London, England.
Retrieved from:
hǊps://www.ndss-symposium.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/eurousec201
8 12 Kulyk paper.pdf

This study, an online survey (N=150), investigated users’ perceptions of
cookies when seeing the cookie disclaimer, the users’ reactions to such a
disclaimer and diƸerent factors that inǄuenced the users’ decision to leave
or continue using the website.

Answers from paǈicipants were grouped into these categories: disturbance,
privacy, concern, habituation, misconceptions, lack of information.

Disturbance: A large number of the paǈicipants claimed to be annoyed by
the cookie disclaimer, as they considered it a disturbance in their suǆing: “As
these messages appear constantly, I ǁnd them to be disruptive and
annoying”.

Privacy Concerns: Another common theme was the concern of the users
regarding their privacy: “I feel myself observed”.

Habituation: Due to prominence of cookie disclaimers, many paǈicipants
claimed to be used to it and not to pay much aǊention to the disclaimer. As
such, many reacted in a neutral way to the disclaimer. At the same time, a
number of paǈicipants stil  claimed to have negative feelings towards cookie
use. Stil , as they felt that there was no way to avoid it, they admiǊed to
being resigned in their aǊempts to act against it: “As this is the case with so
many websites, I don’t have much thoughts anymore regarding these
cookies. [...] One feels somewhat helpless, but I seldom have this feeling and
it is not so strong. When it comes to privacy protection in the internet (where
cookies also belong), I’ve rather resigned myself”.

The results showed that a large paǈ of the paǈicipants considered the
cookie disclaimer as a nuisance in their suǆing rather than useful means for
providing information about the cookie usage.

The study fuǈhermore revealed that the text of the disclaimer did not play a
signiǁcant role in users’ decision, with more impoǈant factors being, instead,
the reputation of the website and the type of service or content it provided
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[bookmark: 25](and its impoǈance to the user). At the same time, many paǈicipants
claimed to have privacy concerns regarding cookies.

1.2.

Kulyk, O; Hilt, A.; Gerber, N., & Volkamer, M. (2020). Has the GDPR hype
aƸected users’ reaction to cookie disclaimers? Journal of Cybersecurity,
6(1). hǊps://doi.org/10.1093/cybsec/tyaa022

This study was conducted December 2018 as follow-up to the 2017 study to
assess any impact on users’ sensitivity to privacy protection of the extensive
media coverage of data protection issues that accompanied the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) entry into force in May 2018.

The study concluded that the GDPR did not lead to users being more
concerned about their privacy due to cookie disclaimers, nor did it lead to
users rejecting the cookie collection more oǅen.

Even more paǈicipants repoǈed accepting cookie disclaimers in the
follow-up study compared to the original, whereas fewer said they would
leave the website if they were confronted with a cookie disclaimer.

Signiǁcantly more paǈicipants said that they felt disturbed by the disclaimer,
while, at the same time, more paǈicipants were used to seeing the
disclaimer and fewer were concerned about their privacy. In line with this,
signiǁcantly less paǈicipants of the follow-up study stated that their
decision to leave or stay on the website depended on how impoǈant the
content of the website and how trustwoǈhy the website was. Hence, it
seems that even more users tended to accept cookie disclaimers blindly to
get rid of them, which may be an unintended side-eƸect of the increasing
use of cookie disclaimers on websites due to the introduction of the GDPR.

Results suggest that users did not change their aǊitude towards cookie use
in favour of privacy protection, but got even more accustomed to the use of
cookies, also by third paǈies.

The results of the study imply that supeǆicial measures to inform users
about data collection can disincentivize the users from taking measures to
protect their privacy, as they feel more overwhelmed with the amount of
decisions they have to make and feel more convinced about the futility of
privacy protection.

1.3.

Utz, C., Degeling, M., Fahl, S., Schaub, F., & Holz, T. (2019). (Un)informed
Consent: Studying GDPR Consent Notices in the Field. Proceedings of the
2019 ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security .
Retrieved from hǊps://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3319535.3354212

Reasons for (Non-)Interaction with cookie consent notices:
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[bookmark: 26]■ 61/100 paǈicipants clicked on the consent notice; out of these

(multiple choice):

■ 44 repoǈed they had done so because they were annoyed by it.

■ 16 thought the website would not work otherwise

■ 13 stated they had clicked the notice out of habit.

■ 11 paǈicipants interacted with the notice to protect their privacy,

■ 6 for security reasons,

■ 5 to see fewer ads.

Recurring themes in open-end responses include that the notices were
“annoying [...], so I just ignore them out of frustration”

2.

Increasing the number of options or information density (e.g. in a menu or search
results page) has a cost to users in terms of task peǆormance, cognitive load,
product satisfaction, choice satisfaction, understanding of choices oƸered, quality of
choices made, perceptions of usability, etc.

2.1.

Oulasviǈa, A., Hukkinen, J.P., & Schwaǈz, B. (2009). When more is less: the
paradox of choice in search engine use. In Proceedings of the 32nd
international ACM SIGIR conference on Research and development in
information retrieval (SIGIR '09). Association for Computing Machinery, New
York, NY, USA, 516–523. DOI: hǊps://doi.org/10.1145/1571941.1572030

In numerous everyday domains, it has been demonstrated that increasing
the number of options beyond a handful can lead to paralysis and poor
choice and decrease satisfaction with the choice. Were this so-called
paradox of choice to hold in search engine use, it would mean that
increasing recall can actually work counter to user satisfaction if it implies
choice from a more extensive set of result items.

The existence of this eƸect was demonstrated in an experiment where users
(N=24) were shown a search scenario and a query and were required to
choose the best result item within 30 seconds. Having to choose from six
results yielded both higher subjective satisfaction with the choice and
greater conǁdence in its correctness than when there were 24 items on the
results page.

The ǁnding was discussed in the wider context of "choice architecture"--that
is, how result presentation aƸects choice and satisfaction.

2.2.

KoǇ, S., & Böhme, R. (2014). Too Much Choice: End-User Privacy Decisions in
the Context of Choice Proliferation. SOUPS. Retrieved from
hǊps://www.usenix.org/system/ǁles/soups14-paper-koǇ.pdf
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[bookmark: 27]This study provides initial empirical evidence of negative psychological
eƸects triggered by the proliferation of choice in a privacy context. The
authors used elements of decision ǁeld theory, consumer psychology and
ǁndings of Too Much Choice (TMC) research in order to devise a model that
il ustrated selected aspects of a disclosure decision.

Results showed that paǈicipants assigned to a large choice condition
repoǈed to be less satisǁed with their choices made, experienced more
regret, and were more overwhelmed by the decision process.

Despite some limitations, the results demonstrated that the number of
privacy options presented to a user aƸects the (shoǈ-term) emotional
reǄection of the decision in the evaluation phase of a decision-making
process.

2.3.

Chiravirakul, P. & Payne, S.J. (2014). Choice overload in search engine use? In
Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems (CHI '14). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA,
1285–1294. DOI: hǊps://doi.org/10.1145/2556288.2557149

In this paper a series of three experiments was conducted to investigate the
choice overload eƸect in search engine use. Paǈicipants were given search
tasks and presented with either six or twenty-four returns to choose from.
The results revealed that the choice behaviour was strongly inǄuenced by
the ranking of returns, and that choice satisfaction was aƸected by the
number of options and the decision time.

The main results, from the third experiment, showed that large sets of
options yielded a positive eƸect on paǈicipants' satisfaction when they
made a decision without a time limit. When time was more strongly
constrained, choices from small sets led to relatively higher satisfaction.

These studies show how user satisfaction with found information can be
aƸected by processing strategies that are inǄuenced by search engine
design features.

2.4.

Bollen, D. G. F. M., Knijnenburg, B. P., Willemsen, M. C., & Graus, M. P. (2010).
Understanding choice overload in recommender systems. In RecSys '10 :
Proceedings of the fouǈh ACM Conference on Recommender systems,
September 26-30,2010, Barcelona. Spain (pp. 63-70). Association for
Computing Machinery, Inc. hǊps://doi.org/10.1145/1864708.1864724
(Note: Ful  text is not publicly accessible)

Even though people are aǊracted by large, high quality recommendation
sets, psychological research on choice overload shows that choosing an
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